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Abstract. For a given data base T and a user query Q, the top-k an-
swers are the k tuples from T that best match Q. The integration of a
diversity constraint aims at avoiding returning redundant tuples, that
are too similar one to another. This paper addresses the diversification
question in the Query By Example setting, especially for approaches that
can deal with possibly very different representative examples provided by
the user. It proposes a new definition for diversity that depends on the
query, in order to guarantee that the result set illustrates the diversity
of the representative examples provided by the user, covering all com-
ponents of the query. The paper proposes a numerical measure to assess
diversity in that sense, an algorithm to identify such a diversified top-k
set, optimising both the query satisfaction and the diversity measure, as
well as its integration into a flexible querying approach.

Keywords: Querying by example, diversified top-k answers

1 Introduction

In order to exploit information stored in Data Bases (DB), users need to in-
teract with the underlying Data Base Management System (DBMS) that relies
on a query algebra and a, generally declarative, formal query language. Now
most end users are not computer scientists and cannot express their informa-
tion needs using formal languages. The Query By Example (QBE) paradigm,
as introduced in [13], alleviates the query formulation step as the query is only
expressed through a few examples of answers the user expects: from these rep-
resentative examples, the QBE mechanism infers a formal query that can be
submitted to the DBMS. This principle can be enriched to allow taking as input
some counter-examples as well, i.e. an additional set of unwanted answers [2].
This expression of an information need through several representative examples
means that different kinds of answers are acceptable. This implies that the query
inferred from the user-provided examples should be of a disjunctive nature.
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Providing users with a set of diversified answers generally means that the
underlying querying system has to identify k tuples from the DB, k being a
hyper-parameter, that best match the query and are not too similar one to
another, see e.g. [12] for an overview of this research issue. The objective is to
provide a complete view on the possible interesting answers the DB may contain
by constraining them to differ one from another. A diversified top-k result set
is classically defined as a set of answers that maximizes a pairwise dissimilarity
among the returned answers.

This paper addresses this question of diversifying the result set of a query
in the case where it has been inferred from representative examples of expected
answers. It argues that a QBE setting requires a new definition of the notion of
diversity, that has to take into consideration the query and not only the set of
candidate answers. More precisely, a result set to a disjunctive query is said to be
diversified if it covers all the user-provided representative examples from which
the considered query has been inferred. The objective is so to provide users with
answers covering all the different examples of answers they are willing to accept.

The contribution of this work are:

– an adaptation of the notion of diversity in a QBE setting,
– an algorithm to provide users with a diversified top-k result set, optimising

both the query satisfaction and the diversity measure,
– the technical integration of this approach in a flexible QBE setting that

explicitly models the disjunctive component of the user information need.

The paper is structured as follows. After positioning the research issues ad-
dressed in this paper wrt. existing works in Section 2, it details in Section 3 the
proposed approach, discussing both the underlying notions and an algorithmic
solution. Section 4 experimentally shows how this diversification strategy takes
place in a QBE implementation, namely the DCQ strategy [7], additionally il-
lustrating the relevance of the results it allows to obtain. Section 5 concludes
and draws some perspectives for future works.

2 Related Works

This section positions the proposed approach wrt. existing QBE systems and
result diversification strategies.

2.1 The Query-By-Example Paradigm

The QBE strategy, introduced by Zloof [13] in the 70’s, aims at easing the
interaction of a user with a DBMS [10]: it takes as input i) one or several example
tuples provided by the user or ii) user-defined positive or negative evaluation of
prototypical examples reflecting the content of the database. This paper focuses
on the first case.

Formally, the QBE paradigm considers a queried table T , that may be the
result of a join query, whose schema is {A1, . . . Ap}. T stores a set of tuples T =
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{t1, . . . , tn} where ti=1..n ∈ D1 × . . .×Dp and Dj is the domain of attribute Aj .
This paper focuses on the case where the user provides a set E = {e1, e2, . . . , em}
of examples to illustrate what he/she is looking for. The examples from E may
be taken from T or be non-obesrved tuples. The QBE system then computes
for each candidate tuple t ∈ T a satisfaction score denoted sE(t) that quantifies
how much t matches the query Q implied by E . As detailed below, existing
approaches differ in the way the satisfaction degrees are computed. Without
loss of generality, it can be considered to output scores in [0, 1]. Two hyper-
parameters are used to control the result set: an integer k specifying the number
of expected results and α ∈]0, 1] a qualitative threshold regarding the satisfaction
degree. For any query Q, the result set is defined as Σα

Q = {t ∈ T/sE(t) ≥ α}.
Finally, Σk,α

Q denotes the subset of Σα
Q containing at most k tuples that best

match Q, i.e. with maximal satisfaction degrees. It may happen that |Σk,α
Q | < k

when there are less than k answers that satisfy Q with a score of at least α. In
the QBE case, the notation is slightly revised as Q is replaced by E , leading to
sets of results denoted Σα

E and Σk,α
E respectively.

Existing approaches to QBE may be categorized into three groups. The first
one does not explicitly infer a formal query and considers that the user pro-
vided examples are independent one from another: it looks for the tuples in the
database that are similar to at least one example (wrt. all the attributes) and,
if provided, dissimilar to all counter-examples (wrt. at least one attribute). The
approach by De Calmès et al. [2] relies on a case-based reasoning system to iden-
tify the candidate answers. It defines the satisfaction score sE as a combination
of similarity with positive examples and dissimilarity with counter-examples. In
the case where only positive examples are available, Zadrozny et al. [11] propose
a k-NN based QBE strategy to identify the tuples that are close to the provided
expected answers.

A second, related, category does not infer a formal query either, but exploits
dependencies between the provided examples, so as to extract from them an
appropriate similarity measure that learns correlation from attributes: the Dis-
junctive Concept Querying (DCQ) strategy [7] relies on the Choquet integral to
build a satisfaction score sE that allows to interpret the provided examples as
different types of expected results. More precisely, it allows to identify subsets
of somewhat similar representative exemplars that emphasize the importance of
shared combinations of values but without discarding more outlying examples
that do not look like any other member of E .

A third type of approach builds a formal query from the provided examples
and counter-examples: in [4], the positive examples are analyzed as a whole to
identify their most representative (i.e. most frequent) fuzzy predicates, seeing to
it that these predicates do not also cover one of the unwanted answers. In [11], the
inferred search condition is composed of fuzzy terms taken from a pre-defined
vocabulary that discretizes each attribute domain in the DB. An interesting
aspect of this approach is that it provides users with a linguistic description of
the values shared by positive examples that are not shared by counter-examples.
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2.2 Diversified Search

Combining the notion of satisfaction with that of diversity is a research question
that has received a lot of attention, starting from the recommendation system
framework [9]. It is now used in many application contexts, still including content
recommendation [1], but also AI explanation [5] and DB queries [12] to name a
few. Focusing on DB querying, it may be the case that many very similar tuples
fully satisfy the submitted query, thus leading to a top-k result set containing
one type of answer, hence the need for answer diversification strategies.

Diversity is defined and assessed in most existing works as a the result of
a pairwise comparison of the candidate answers: denoting Σ a set of candidate
answers and dist an appropriate distance measure, it is basically defined as

div(Σ) =
∑
t,t′∈Σ

dist(t, t′). (1)

Given a set of candidate answers Σα
Q, i.e. tuples associated with a sufficient sat-

isfaction degree, a diversification mechanism aims at finding the subset denoted
by Σ̃k,α

Q that contains k answers as diverse as possible, i.e.:

Σ̃k,α
Q = arg max

Σ ⊆ Σα
Q,

s.t.|Σ| = k

div(Σ). (2)

Some approaches perform a post-processing clustering step on the set Σα
Q to

determine its structure as groups of somewhat similar answers [8]. The diversified
result set is then composed of the most representative tuples taken from each of
these clusters. This clustering strategy obviously leads to an overall increase of
complexity of the querying system and a significant computation time overhead,
or a non-relevant partition if the clustered result set is too small.

To the best of our knowledge, the question of result diversification in the
QBE setting has not been studied. The next section thus proposes a definition
of a diversified result set dedicated to QBE systems where diversity is defined
with respect to the provided set of examples and not only depending on the set
of answers, so as to guarantee a complete coverage of the examples that have
been used to infer the query.

3 Result Diversification in the QBE Paradigm

This section describes the proposed strategy for diversifying result sets in a QBE
setting and an algorithm that allows to identify an optimal set of answers, where
optimality depends both on the satisfaction score and the diversity measure.

3.1 Diversity wrt. a Set of Representative Examples

Given a set of representative examples E , diversifying Σk,α
E takes a definition that

differs from existing approaches dealing with this issue, as reminded in Section 2.
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Instead of maximizing the dissemblance between pairs of tuples in Σk,α
E , the

presented approach aims at guaranteeing that the returned set of answers covers
as much as possible the set of expected answers the user has specified.

Definition 1. Given a similarity measure sim and η a similarity threshold, a
set Σ of candidate answers is said to be a diversified result set with respect
to the set of expected answers E if it covers each example in E. The notion of
coverage refers to a minimal similarity to at least one of the candidate answers.

Formally, Σ is diversified with respect to E iff.:

∀e ∈ E ,∃t ∈ Σ st. sim(e, t) ≥ η,

where sim is an appropriate similarity measure (see e.g. [3]).

Given Σα
E a set of candidate answers, the question is to find a subset of k can-

didates, subset denoted by Σ̃k,α
E , that are diversified considering E . Depending

on E , the queried table T and the parameter values (k, α, η), it may obviously
be the case that such a subset does not exist.

The aim of a diversification approach is to find the optimal subset Σ̃k,α
E wrt. a

numerical criterion of diversity. We propose to define diversity in a QBE setting
as related to a fair coverage of the representative examples in E . In other words,
each user-provided example of expected answer e should be covered by the same
number, b k|E|c, of tuples in Σ̃k,α

E that are sufficiently close to it. Denoting by

SeΣ = {t ∈ Σ, st. sim(t, e) ≥ η} the set of tuples in Σ that are sufficiently close
to e, we propose the following measure to quantify a lack of diversity:

mDiv(Σ, E) =
1

b k|E|c
×

√√√√ 1

|E|
∑
e∈E

(
|SeΣ | −

⌊
k

|E|

⌋)2

. (3)

Note that, according to that definition, a candidate answer t may cover sev-
eral representative examples e simultaneously. Indeed, it may belong to several
sets Se when it is sufficiently similar to several e. The aim is then to find, from
a set of candidates Σα

E , the subset with cardinal k that maximises diversity.

This diversified result set is denoted by Σ̃k,α
E and its definition is identical to

Equation 2 but instantiated with the proposed definition for diversity.

3.2 Diversification Strategy

This section introduces the algorithmic strategy we propose to compute the
diversified result set Σ̃k,α

E that provides the best diversity wrt. E . The first,
preliminary, step consists in retrieving the set Σα

E of the tuples from T that
have a sufficient satisfaction degree with respect to E . Algorithm 1 provides the
pseudo-code of the proposed approach that is commented below.

To determine the set of tuples from Σα
E that will belong to the diversified

set of answers Σ̃k,α
E , an empty list le is initiated for each element e ∈ E . Then,

Σα
E is scanned in a decreasing order of the score sE(t) and each candidate t is
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Input: Query E ; Candidate answers Σα
E ; similarity measure sim; similarity

threshold η; number of desired answers k
Output: Diversified answers Σ̃α

E
1 Σ̃α

E ← ∅
2 le ← [] for each e ∈ E
3 maxle← 0
4 sort(Σα

E , sE); . sort ts in Σα
E in a decreasing order of their score sE(t)

5 foreach t ∈ Σα
E do

6 foreach e ∈ E do
7 if sim(t, e) ≥ η then
8 le.append(t)
9 maxle← max(maxle, |le|)

10 end

11 end

12 end
13 i← 0

14 while |Σ̃k,α
E |+ |E| ≤ k and i < maxle do

15 foreach e ∈ E do
16 if i < |le| then
17 Σ̃k,α

E .add(le[i])
18 end

19 end
20 i← i+ 1

21 end

22 return Σ̃α
E

Algorithm 1: Diversification of Σα
E .

appended to all lists le such that sim(t, e) ≥ η. Finally, to build Σ̃k,α
E , the first

elements in each list are added to Σ̃k,α
E , then the second ones and so forth, until

Σ̃k,α
E contains k elements or Σα

E has been fully scanned.

Note that a tuple t = le[i] is added to the result list Σ̃k,α
E (l17 in Algorithm 1)

only if t is not already present in Σ̃k,α
E . It it already is, then the current rep-

resentative example e is considered as already covered by the result list at the
same level as the other representative examples.

As in the classical case, it may happen that the final diversified result set Σ̃k,α
E

does not contain the desired number of answers k for two reasons. The first
obvious one is due to a not sufficient number of candidate answers, i.e. if the
preliminary step does not find at least k tuples in T that sufficiently satisfy Q.
The second one comes from the constraint introduced line 14 in Algorithm 1.
The meaning of this constraint is to ensure that the order in which the elements
from E are processed has no effect on the returned diversified result set. It indeed
guarantees that, for a given round of the loop line 14, all the lists representing
the different expected answers (the les) are processed or none, hence |Σ̃k,α

E | =
|E| ×min(k,mine∈E |le|).
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The use of Algorithm 1 to diversify the result set of a query defined by
representative examples of answers does not add a significant computation cost
to the whole querying process. Sorting the tuples from Σα

E in a decreasing order
of their score sE(t) is done in O(|Σα

E | log2(|Σα
E |)). Then, the assignment of these

candidate answers into the different lists is done in linear time and bounded
by the number of tuples to diversify, in other words |Σα

E |. The soundness and
correctness of this algorithm are stated in the following proposition:

Proposition 1. Algorithm 1 returns the most diversified top-k result set of a
representative examples E according to Definition 1 of the diversity criterion.

The sketch of the proof is as follows: at each iteration of the loop starting
at line 14, the number of answers covering each representative example e ∈ E
is increased by 1 and line 14 guarantees that all the representative examples of
answers are covered in the same ratio when ∀e ∈ E , |le| ≥ b k|E|c. The fact that

the candidate answers are processed in a decreasing order of their satisfaction
degree ensures that Σ̃α

E contains the tuples that best satisfy the query.

4 Illustration

This section now illustrates an implementation of the proposed approach in a
complete QBE process, named Div -DCQ. It also describes an illustration of its
relevance through experiments: the latter confirm that the diversification step
allows obtaining results of interest and that it does not induce a significant
overhead in terms of computation time.

4.1 Div-DCQ

To show how query satisfaction can be combined with a diversity criteria among
the returned answers, the proposed approach is implemented on top of the QBE
strategy named DCQ introduced in [7]. This choice is first motivated by the
availability of an implementation of this QBE strategy on top of a commercial
RDBMS, namely PostgreSQL. Then, the underlying query inference strategy,
from the user-provided examples of expected answers, relies on the CHOCO-
LATE approach introduced in [6] that is especially appropriate to infer a dis-
junctive concept underlying the user-provided representative examples. It is thus
particularly relevant to build a QBE system on top of CHOCOLATE because, as
compared to other QBE approaches (Sec. 2), it ensures that all the representa-
tive examples are taken into account during the computation of the satisfaction
degree attached to each candidate answer.

The main principles of DCQ are briefly recalled hereafter, more details about
the satisfaction degree computation may be found in [6]. They are illustrated
with the 2D data shown in Figure 1 where the diamonds represent 5 represen-
tative examples building the considered E set.
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Fig. 1: Considered 2D illustration: the black diamonds show the 5 representative
examples forming E . The contour plot shows the values of the satisfaction degree
computed by the CHOCOLATE method, as described in Example 1.

The first step consists in inferring a satisfaction function sE from E that can
be interpreted as a membership function to the fuzzy disjunctive concept exam-
plified by the examples in E . Without entering into the details of the CHOCO-
LATE approach [6] used to build this membership function, let us underline two
properties of interest it possesses. First, it captures possible situations of general-
ization among the user-provided expected answers, as illustrated by the contour
plot in Figure 1 for the considered E . The fact that three expected answers are
in a same narrow subspace, around the point with coordinates (1.5, 8.5), indeed
gives more importance to its surrounding area. However, contrary to a mean
aggregator for instance, the inferred membership function does not discard the
two atypical expected answers, which constitutes the second property of interest.
Still, it gives more weight to the point (6, 8.5) as it shares a common y-value
with other expected answers.

Technically, as shown below in Example 1, the stored procedure infer concept
is used to infer a satisfaction function, named here myQBE, that can be applied
on the testData table, that can be a view as a result of a more complex join
query.

Example 1. Use of the infer concept procedure to infer a characteristic function,
whose contour is depicted in Figure 1, from few examples of expected answers.
The testData table contains, for the purpose of this illustration, 2,000 tuples
generated using normal distributions around the five representative examples
(i.e. the five black diamonds).

CALL infer_concept(’testData’,’myQBE’,

{ "x"=>1.5,"y"=>8.5,"x"=>1.2,"y"=>8,"x"=>1.5,"y"=>9,"x"=>6,"y"=>8.5,

"x"=>8.5,"y"=>2});

Calling the procedure infer concept leads to the creation of a user function
named ‘myQBE’ that can then be integrated in the selection clause of a query
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Fig. 2: Results for the query shown in Figure 1: (left) top-200 results, (right)
diversified top-200 results.

as in Example 2: it retrieves 200 tuples (k = 200) from the testData table that
satisfy myQBE() with degree of at least 0.2 (α = 0.2).

Example 2. Use of the ‘myQBE’ user function in a selection clause of a query:

SELECT *, get_mu() as mu

FROM testData

WHERE myQBE() >= 0.2 LIMIT 200;

As shown in Figure 1, the area around coordinates (1.5, 8.5) gets the highest
satisfaction scores. As a result, the top-200 answers for the above query are all
located in this area only as shown in the left graph of Figure 2. This illustrates
that the result set composed of the tuples that best satisfy the selection condition
may lack of diversity and representativity wrt. the different expected answers
envisaged by the user.

To overcome this limitation, the proposed approach to diversify the result set
may be activated by simply adding the DIVERSIFY keyword in the selection
clause as shown in Example 3. The DIVERSIFY keyword indicates that an a
posteriori diversification step has to be applied on the set of candidate answers.

Example 3. Call of the diversification process on top of the returned result set.

SELECT DIVERSIFY *, get_mu() as mu

FROM testData

WHERE myQBE() > 0.2 LIMIT 200 ;

The right part of Figure 2 displays the results of this modified query: it shows
that it leads to a very different result set that now covers all the representative
examples of expected answers.

4.2 Experimentations

First experimentations1 have been conducted on artificial data so as to examine
the cost overhead, showing it is negligible. Second, they emphasize the com-

1 The experimentations are available for reproducibility as a Jupyter notebook at the
following url http://people.irisa.fr/Gregory.Smits/fqas2023.tgz
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Fig. 3: Computation time wrt. the dataset size, the bottom part of each bar
represents the candidate answers retrieval and the upper one the diversification

promise achieved between the overall satisfaction of the returned result wrt.
the query and the diversity of the answers. The experimentation context is the
following. Considering 12 randomly generated reference points in a 4-dimension
space, with a shared domain [0, 10], tuples are generated as mixtures of Gaussian
distributions around these points, thus forming 12 elliptic clusters.

Computation time Figure 3 shows the evolution of the computation time wrt.
different sizes of datasets (from 103 to 107 with k = 50); for each size of dataset,
20 queries are executed and the average of the observed computation times is
used. It confirms that most of the computation time is devoted to the retrieval
of the candidate answers and that the diversification uses in average 1

11 of the
overall time. It is however worth mentioning that in these experimentations a
sequential scan of T is performed and indexes may speed up this retrieval step,
but such optimizations are entrusted to the DBMS.

Compromise satisfaction vs. diversity Figure 4 (left) depicts a compari-
son of the mean satisfaction, obtained on 20 queries, based on the sE scores, of
the top-k obtained without diversification and after diversification. In addition,
Figure 4 (right) shows the gain obtained in terms of diversity of the returned
answers when the proposed strategy is applied. These results show that, with-
out paying the cost of a significant loss in terms of satisfaction, the proposed
diversification strategy leads to a significant improvement of the result diversity,
especially for low values of k. The definition of diversity considered in this work
is related to an equal coverage of the different representative examples, quanti-
fied through a coefficient of variation around the expected number of answers
for each representative example. So the closer to zero, the better the diversity
degree is. One may also observe that, without diversification, a low value of k
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Fig. 4: Comparison of the overall satisfaction (left) and diversity (right) of the
result set, for increasing k values

will often lead to situations as the one depicted in Figure 2 (left) where tuples
around the most “important” representative example are returned only.

5 Conclusion and Perspectives

In the Query By Example context, this paper studies the issue of diversifying
the set of tuples that constitute candidate answers to a query inferred from a set
of representative examples. The notion of a diversified result set is redefined to
fit the particularities of a QBE context. Diversity is related to a coverage of the
different possible answers the user is expecting or willing to accept. An algorithm
to diversify a set of candidate answers is proposed and it is shown that the cost
overhead in terms of computation time is negligible compared to the execution
time of the query itself. The first conducted experimentations illustrate that,
without paying the cost of a significant decrease of the overall result satisfaction,
the proposed diversification strategy provides a better overview of the different
possible answers to a query inferred from user-provided representative examples.

Future works will perform a deeper study of the behavior of the proposed
approach according to variations of the query parameters, e.g wrt. the number of
provided representative examples and the minimal satisfaction degree. A longer
term perspective is to find a strategy or at least a heuristic to avoid having to
identify all the candidate answers and to rank order them before starting the
diversification step.
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